ECTN Awards 2018
Special Edition in partnership with Europa Nostra and the European Travel Commission as a contribution to EYCH
Cultural Heritage as an Asset for Responsible and Sustainable Tourism

Heritage related aspects of cultural tourism:

1. Religious and Pilgrimage
2. Coastal and Maritime
3. Cultural Landscapes
4. Industrial and Military
5. Historic Houses, Villages and Cities
6. Transnational thematic tourism products
7. Contribution by Cultural and Creative Industries
Award ceremony at ECTN Conference in Pafos, Cyprus, 25-27 October 2018

- Plenary session with DG EAC presentation on OMC
- Conclusions for Sustainable Cultural Tourism
- Sessions by other EYCH stakeholders welcome
- Keynote speakers from EP, CoR, EN & ETC
- Parallel sessions - Call for Abstracts
- Video Competition
- Study Tour on Saturday 27 October
- Pafos 2017 European Capital of Culture legacy
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